Abstract. Many processes operate only around a limitednumber of operation points.In order to have adequatecontrol around each operation point, an adaptive controller couldbe used.Then,if the operationpoint changesoften, a largenumberof parameters wouldhaveto be adapted overand over again. This prohibits application of conventional adaptive control, which is more suited for processes with slowly changing parameters. Furthermore, continuous adaptation is not always needed or desired. An extensionof adaptive controlis presented, in whichforeachoperation point the process behaviourcan be storedin a memory, retrieved fromit andevaluated. These functions are coordinatedby a "supervisor". This conceptis referred to as supervisory control. It leadsto an adaptive control structure which, after a learningphase, quickly adjusts the controller parameters based on retrievalof old information, withouttheneedto fully relearneachtime. Thisapproach has been tested on an experimental set-upof a flexiblebeam, but it is directly applicable to processes in e.g, the (petro)chemical industryas well.
1.INTRODUCTION
Many processes cannotbe controlled adequately by a fixed controller, Then forappropriate control, anadaptivecontroller or evena variable controller structure is needed.Whentheprocess operates ina limited number of operating points, a limited number of controllers suffices. In practical situations a controller will not onlyyieldsatisfactory control performance intheoperation point, but also in the neighbourhood of this operatingpoint. Theset of operating conditions where one controller performs well, is called a mode. Processes which frequently return toan earlierseen mode will be referred to as mode-switch processes (Hilhorst et al., 1991a) . In practice there are several processes which exhibit this behaviour and operatein a limited numberof modes only. Suchprocesses arecommon in e.g, the process industry and in robotics. For instance, thismode-SWitch behaviour is encountered ina chemicalreactorin which theyield andquality of theproduct has to be optimized to meet market demands, or in a robot whichhas to transport a limited number of payloads withdifferent masses.
In orderto meetthe control demands in each operatingpoint,the useof a conventional adaptive controller (Astrtlm and Wittenmark, 1989) could be considered. However, for mode-switch processes the 195 timeneeded foradaptation may be toolong, i.e. larger than theaverage residence timeina process mode. For instance. because the closed-loop process signals are not sufficiently exciting. Although theaddition oftest signals can increase theadaptation speed. it obviously disturbs the process and hence induces performance loss. Ontheother hand, it seems notto benecessary to repeat thewhole adaptation cycle each time theprocess returns to a certain process mode. Theproblem is that conventional adaptive controllers forget theuseful information which was available before.
A newsolution totheproblems described above is toexploit themode-switch behaviourofprocesses. For thispurpose it is attractive tostoreinformation related to each previously encountered operation condition in a memory andtoretrieve it when necessary. When the process enters a new mode, model identification and subsequent controller design are carried out. The model and the controller together should bestored in the memory. These functions are coordinated by a supervisor. This approach hastheadvantage that only recognition of the new mode, andno identification of the process is needed when the process returns to an earlier visited recognized mode of operation or when the control criterion has changed. A performance monitor can take care of restarting the adaptation whenever necessary.
The control objective is to realize a fast settling time and no overshoot of the tip for a limited number of different payloads of different masses. If the payload In Fig. 2 u +-_-+1 (Kruise, 1990) . Therefore, only the transverse vibrations haveto be modelled. Kruise(1990) 
2.1.Description of the process
In Fig. 1 the experimental set-up of the flexible beam is shown.
m
In this paper the supervisory control of modeswitch processes will be examplified with an experimental flexible beam (Kruise, 1990) which has to transport different payloads withdifferent masses. The main emphasis is on the detection of new and old modes. The paperis organized as follows. In Section 2 the modeling of the flexible beam is presented. In Section3 a supervisory structure for detection of new and old modes is discussed. In Section 4 a detailed discussion about mode recognition is presented. In Section5 theresults ofapplying supervisory control to theflexible beam is shown. Theseresultsarecompared with robust control. Finallyin Section 6 conclusions are drawn.
2.FLEXIBLEBEAM The link rotates in the horizontal plane and is free at one end.Theotherend is clamped to the vertical shaft of a DC-motor. A payload can be attached at the free end of the link. Themass of thispayload canbe varied between 0 and0.5kg. The weight of the beam itselfis about 1.2kg, so the ratio between payload mass and link mass is relatively high compared to other more common robots. Strain gauges are usedto measure the bendingin the link, and a resolver is used to measure the angle <pb of the motoraxis.By use of these measurements, the tipangle<po can be determined.
In a flexible beam with oneendmounted toa motor shaft, torsional, longitudinal and transverse vibrations occur. Due to the geometry of the beam (length lb = 1.9m, width Wb = 4.0 mm and height hb = 60mm), thetorsional and vertical vibrations are small and do not affect the horizontal vibrations mass can be measuredor if it is known in advance, by use of a look-up table it can be searched whether this payload has been transported earlier or not. If the payload hasnotbeen transported earlier, a modelidentification cycle can be started and subsequently a controller can be designed.The controllercan be storedin a memory together with the payload mass. Subsequently, thecontrolleris installedin theclosedloop. If the payload has been transported earlier, the related controller can be retrieved from memory.
When the payload is not known and cannot be measured this gain scheduling approach is inapplicable. Anotherapproachis to detectwhethertheprocess behaviour has changed, based on the availablesignals. If the present behaviour corresponds with the behaviour of one of the modelsin the memory,thecontroller related to that model can be retrievedand installed in the closed loop.If the performanceof thiscontroller is still insufficient,thenprobably the masstransported by the beam is new. Hence then learning has to take place. This implies that a model of the beam with this payload mass is constructedand added to the memory. Subsequently a new controller is designed and installed in the closed loop. The monitoring of the closed-loop performance is carried out by a performance monitor. Based on the performance criterion stated by the user and on the measured performance, a supervisor can detect whether the closed-loop control performance is adequate or not. In the latter case, the supervisor will propose to start a new identification cycle. The introduction of a performancemonitor and supervisor results in a third feedback loop,as isshown in Fig. 3 . The performancemonitor,supervisor, mode detector and memory together form the supervisory structure. Figure 3 shows that the lower loop is the normal processfeedback loop, which consists of a feedback controller and the process. The second loop is the adaptation loop, which consists of mode detector, memory and controlled system. Based on the-mode i detected, controller Ct is selected from the memory and installed in the closed loop. The third feedback loop is the learning loop, which consists of performance monitor,supervisorand memory. Basedon the measured performance and on the performance de-197 mands, the supervisor adds models to the memory or changes existingmodels.
4.MODE DETECTOR

Definitionsand goals
Mode recognition is the taskof identifying thecurrent mode of operation. Mode-switch detection is a subsequent task, which establishes whether or not the currentprocessmodediffers fromtheprevious process mode. These two tasks are performed by the mode detector shown in the supervisory structure of Fig.3 . On the basis of the information provided by themode detector, the supervisor decides whether thecontroller parameters should be adapted. If the method is quick in detecting modeswitches, thennoise mayoftengive rise to wrong detections. On the other hand, if the methodis insensitive to noise, modeswitches may not be detected fast enough. As both situations are undesirable. a good balance between noise sensitivity and mode tracking is called for.
Finally,when themode detector establishes a mode switch, the controller parameters should be adjusted. In order to preventbumps in thecontrol signal, bumplesstransfer wasapplied.
In order toapply thisidea to the mode recognition problem, a distinction has to be made betweenfinile mode-switch processes, i.e, processes which can be described by a finite number of linearmodels such as the flexible beam, and generalized mode-switch processeswhich can beapproximated bya finitenumber of linearmodels. In thispaper we restrict ourselves to finite mode-switch processes. For a description of generalized mode-switch processes is referred to Hilhorst(1992).
Mode recognition
For a good balance between noise-insensitivity and mode-tracking, effective usecan be madeof theideas developed byFortescue etal.(1981) inthefieldofleast squares estimation. Furthermore, in order to make a gooddistinction between the models, themodels were run in a series-parallel structure withthe process. The approach taken hassimilarities to the approaches taken byWillsky (1976), Isermann (1984) . andTzafestas and Watanabe (1990}in thefield ofprocess faultdetection. However, thoseapproaches haveseveredrawbacks as described by Lundet al. (1991) like mode-track stoppingandlackof distinction between thedifferent models. These disadvantages havebeen eliminated in the method proposed here.
If a finite mode-switch process P is in mode i, and if a Gaussian measurement disturbance \If is present . h vari 2 th Wit variance 0\", en the process output y at time instantk can be written as By the use of the forgetting factor (4.9), the sum ti is keptconstant. In contrast, thesumI{ of all other models is variable and may becomesmalleror larger than the sum It If a switch from mode i to modej occurs, then the error ei will increase, and simultaneously the error d will decrease. Equation (4.9)
shows that an increase in error ei results in a small forgetting factor and hencein a smallmemory length.
Due to the drop in memory lengthand the fact that d
is smaller thane~, thesumt{ wiIl rapidly decreaseand become lower than the sum t~. A mode switch is detected at the timeinstantk at which I{ < It At that timeinstantk, model Mj shouldbeselected asthebest model, and accordingly the sum I{ of squared errors should be kept constant. This is performed by taking the new forgetting factor A.k equal to
This mechanism guarantees an effective balance between mode-tracking and noise-insensitivity.
4.3. Series-parallel structure ".
Until here the computation of Yk was not discussed. One method to compute these predictions is to make use of theseries-parallel structure. In :MRAS literature (Landau, 1979) thisstructure is calledtheseries-parallel structure, because thereference model (in thiscase the processmodel) is placed partly in series with the process and partly in parallel with the process. The advantage of this structure is that drift in the model statescan be avoided by regularresetting of the model statesto theprocess state. This is performed by selecting an appropriate observation periodTo . The choice of theobservation period TowiIl beprocess-dependent andwill therefore bediscussed inmoredetailinsection 5.
Mode-switch and bumpless transfer
Oncethe modedetector hasdetected a modeswitch, a switch between controllers has to be made. At the instant the parameters of the controller are adapted, a bumpin the control signalmaybe introduced. Bumps in thecontrol signal areunwanted andtherefore should be removed. Thiscan be doneby applying abumpless transfer algorithm. In this paper bumpless transfer is established by the use of an integrating action with a leakage (Hilhorstet al., 199Ib) . By taking the leakage time constant (bumpless transfer time constant) 'tb equal to an appropriate value, for instance related to the bandwidth of the control loop, the control signal remains smooth.
EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
Experiment design
In orderto showthe applicability of supervisory control, three experiments with the flexible beam were carriedout. In thefirstexperiment, a step from -90 0 to 90 0 was applied as thereference signalcpr fora payload mass mp = 0.0 kg. This experiment was repeated for payload masses mp::: 0.25 kg and mp = 0.5 kg. The control objective is to realize a fast settling timeand no overshootof the tip for each payload mass. In order to meet this goal for each of the payload masses, the mode centres were selected equal to the payload masses, i.e. COl = {O}, C02= {0.25}, and C03 = {O.5}. For each of these mode centers a linear model M j was obtained by taking the parameter mp equal to COj • In orderto meetthecontrolcriterion, Kruise shows that a PIO-like controller for the motor axis only is insufficient, and that a state-feedback controller is appropriate. Thestate-feedback controller isdescribed by
where K is a row vectorof control gains,x theprocess state, and Xr is thedesired state.Thecontrolgains can, forinstance,be found withthepole-placement method.
Real-time requirements
In order to applythe mode-switch conceptto thepractical set-up, real-time requirements have to be met. strm and Wittenmark (1989) givea rule of thumb for the selection of thesampling interval Ts . Based on the natural frequency of the dominant closed-loop pole (i.e. 34 rad/s),thesampling interval should beselected between0.OO3:s;Ts:S;0.015.
The implementation ofsupervisory control must be such that thesereal-time requirements aremet. Thisis performedby exploiting the natural parallellism (Bakkersand VanAmerongen, 1990)in themode-detection scheme.APC (286) anda transputer network withfour T4's have been used. On each transputer one of the three modelswasrun, and on thefourth transputer the mode-recognition algorithm. By the use of the transputer network a sampling interval T s ::: 0.OO6s could be reached.
Experimental results
Sufficient distinction between the models could be realized with an observation period To of 0.06s (::: lOxTs). The asymptotic memory length X"" was selected as 40samples (thatis four times theobservation period length To). The variance~of the noise was 10-4.As a resultthetargetLo wastakenequal to0.004. At the end of an observation period, the controller related to the model with the smallest distance to the process was installed in the closed loop. Deactivation of the old controller and substitution of the new controller occurred by using the bumpless transfer algorithm described in Section 4. The bumpless transfer parameterts has been selected 0.065 s. This is about twicethe inverse of thenatural frequency of thefastest closed-looppole. The resultsobtained with themodeswitch controller were compared to those of a fixed 199 controller designed forapayload mass of0.5kg,which shows no overshoot for all different payload masses between 0 and 0.5kg. This controller is referred to as the robust controller.
The results obtained from the experiments with payload mass mp::: 0, 0.25 and0.5kgareshown inFig. 4 and 5 and 6 respectively. Figure 4 shows that the application of supervisory control results in a shorter rise time and a shorter settling time of the tip angle response compared to the robust controller. This is caused by the fact that the robust controller yields a smaller control signal than the controller CI which is optimized forthebeam with no payload. Figure 4 also shows that in thebeginning (i.e.05';e:s;0.25s) andat the end (i.e. t~3.0s) wrong models are selected. Furthermore, after time instant 4s model M3 is continuously selected.
The wrong detection at the beginning can be explained by the non-minimum phase behaviour of the different models andtheprocess. Singh (1991) showed that this non-minimum phase behaviour is present in the model related to no payload. Healsoshowed that the non-minimum phase behaviour decreases with increasing mass. However, the real tip response of the beam withnopayload shows almost nonon-minimum phasebehaviour. Therefore, themodels related topayloadmasses 0.25 and0.5kg are selected in thebeginning.
The wrong model selection at the end can be explained by the Coulomb friction. Figure 4 shows that after time instant 4s due to a small steady-state error, thecontrol signal uisslightly larger than zero. Because of thepresence oftheCoulomb friction, a small control signal cannot accelerate the beam, and hence the tip position remains constant. Simultaneously, due to a non-zero control signal, thelinear models predict that the linkwould accelerate. As thepredicted amount of acceleration decreases with increasing mass, the tip position of model M3 related to the largest mass will be closest to themeasured tip position. Hence, model M3 is selected at theend. From thisexperiment it can be concluded thata good model selection canbemade onlywhen the linkmoves.
Figure5shows thatcompared totherobust controller, the application of the mode-switch controller for the beam with payload mass mp = 0.25 kg results in a shorter rise timeand shorter settling timeof thetip angle response. Hence, the control performance is improved by supervisory control. Figure 6 shows thatboth thecontrol signal andthe tip response obtained with supervisory comrol are equal to the onesobtained withtherobust controller.
CONCLUSIONS
In this papertheconcept ofsupervisory control was the basis for a novel method which can be seen as an attractive alternative for both robust control and conventional adaptive control formode-switch processes.
Bytheuseof themode concept, a controlleris obtained which behaves lessconservative than a robust controller, and which has the ability to adjust the comrol parameters fast using process knowledge moreeffectievely than a conventional adaptive controller does. The mainproblem in thisapproach is how to detecta mode switch. Various alternatives were considered and tested. Thenewly developed method of exponential forgetting dedicated for the use on (finite) modeswitch processes has been demonstrated by real experiments. In this application, supervisory controlof theflexible beamresults in a betteroverall performance than what is achieved with a fixed linear controller. That is without overshoot the settling time was smaller and even near minimum time. Problems of measurement noiseand Coulomb friction couldbe solvedbyadequate tuning of the detection method. The results show that fast adaptation of control parameters can be obtained without deliberately disturbing the process. Therefore, supervisory control should be used as a standard procedure for suchprocesses. Because of the motivation given in Section I, this conclusion is expectedto hold moregenerally and mightextend to the petrochemical processes as well.
